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Combing the Red Sea beach at an Egyptian luxury
resort, workers find bagfuls of plastic garbage -
but the news isn’t all bad, thanks to a new environ-

mental initiative. Pointing at five bags filled with plastic
bottles, straws, shopping bags and similar refuse, 20-
year-old Wael said: “This isn’t very much - six months
ago the plastic waste here filled up trucks.”

Like a growing number of coastal cities, the Egyptian
resort of Hurghada this year decided to fight back
against the mountains of plastic trash polluting the
world’s oceans. Environmentalists had long campaigned
against the blight of polymer refuse floating on waves,
washing up on beaches and harming coral reefs and
marine wildlife. Divers recently rescued a shark by
removing a plastic ring from around its neck, says local
campaign group the Hurghada Environmental Protection
and Conservation Association (HEPCA).

So in June the popular tourist resort and other cities
of Egypt’s Red Sea province prohibited single-use plastic
products, enforcing the ban with stiff fines. Since then,
disposable plastic shopping bags and throw-away uten-
sils have been largely replaced with alternative products
made from paper, other organic materials and
biodegradable plastic. “Single-use plastics are no longer
to be seen in the city,” said Ahmed Al-Gharib, manager of
a luxury hotel in central Hurghada.

HEPCA says that while the problem hasn’t disap-
peared, a big difference can be seen at the city’s waste
sorting plant. The amount of plastic waste received there
fell to 141 tons in November, down from 230 tons during
the same month a year earlier.

‘Cleaner than before’ 
The world currently produces more than 300 million

tons of plastic annually. Scientists estimate there are at
least five trillion pieces of the stuff floating in our oceans.
The United Nations says only nine percent of plastic ever

produced has been recycled. It is a global problem
that requires many local solutions, including in
Egypt where many tourists no longer accept sin-
gle-use plastic and welcome the change.

Egypt’s Red Sea province depends heavily on income
from tourists, many of whom come to snorkel and scuba
dive among its spectacular reefs - delicate ecosystems
particularly threatened by both global warming and plas-
tic pollution. Authorities are taking the new ban seriously,

fining a Hurghada shopping centre 20,000 Egyptian
pounds (more than $1,200) after seizing plastic bags
there, local media reported in August.

HEPCA executive director Heba Shawky said such
fines had helped bring more than 70 percent of

Hurghada’s shops in line. Since the ban, the group and
authorities have distributed tens of thousands of reusable
bags to residents and businesses, to deter the use of sin-
gle-use plastic bags. Fast-food chains and grocery stores
have switched to wood-based or paper packaging. 

And most hotels in and around Hurghada have given
up disposable plastic cups and utensils. “We now use
either acrylic or wooden cups and utensils” designed to
be reused or to break down naturally, Gharib told AFP.
Mohamed Musa, director of another resort’s food and
beverage department, said that plastic waste resulting
from a single hotel meal-time had been cut from up to
two tons to about 750 kg. “The entire city has become
cleaner than before,” he said. — AFP 

Egypt beach resorts fight 

global scourge of plastic trash 

Close to Baghdad’s protest hotspot of Tahrir Square,
a sandy Tigris River bank offers some relief from
the revolution: youths kick around footballs and

smoke shisha pipes to booming hip-hop music. It is on this
half-kilometre (500-yard) stretch where the post-Saddam
generation celebrates its uprising on the beach, escaping
the teargas and bullets for a fun and festive atmosphere.
“Our leaders have deprived us of everything - our rights,
our money, our dignity,” says Ammar Saleh, 20. “Here we
simply discover the taste of freedom.”

Unemployed and penniless, another man here, Ali, is
intoxicated by the wind of revolt that has swept through
Iraq since early October in the biggest wave of street ral-
lies since the 2003 US-led invasion. “We have nothing left
to lose, we will not move as long as the thieves in power
don’t leave office!” he says with fervour, then returns to his
football game. “Tahrir Beach”, as its occupants call it, has
maintained the carnival-like atmosphere of the protests
before they were marred by bloodshed and fear. “This is
where you find the magic of the early days of the move-
ment,” says journalist Ali, a regular visitor.

In the almost three months since the rallies started,

about 460 people have been killed and 25,000 wounded.
The initially self-managed camps at Tahrir Square have
become more strictly organized and the carefree spirit has
gone. “There is less mobilization, leaders have changed,
militiamen and spies have infiltrated the demonstrators,”
said Ali, who pointed also to the growing influence of sup-
porters of Shiite populist leader Moqtada Sadr.

‘We want joy’ 
Tahrir Beach lies on the east bank of the Tigris,

between the Al-Sinek and Al-Jumhuryiah bridges, where

security forces guard access routes into the locked-down
“Green Zone” government and embassies district. Along
Rashid Street, centuries-old brick houses with elaborate
wooden balconies, now mostly dilapidated, tell the story of
the capital city’s past glory. Bland modern buildings now
mar the cityscape as do the concrete blast walls, covered
with protest graffiti.

Red and yellow tuk-tuks - the three-wheeled taxis that
have become a revolutionary emblem - pour their smiling
passengers onto the stretch of river-front, to be greeted
by rows of shisha water pipes. Everywhere there are

reminders of the “martyrs” who fell on the barricades:
improvised mausoleums adorned with now wilted flowers,
a construction helmet, a bloodied t-shirt. Black, red and
white Iraqi flags flutter in the breeze, alongside the
inevitable FC Barcelona logo.

“Dumping garbage is forbidden,” reads a sign suggest-
ing the civic-minded spirit of the “new Iraq”, even if litter
on the ground suggests not everyone is on board yet.
Under Saddam Hussein and the civil war that followed it
was unthinkable to wander around here, so close to the
dictator’s palaces and then the headquarters of the US
occupation. “It was too dangerous! There were no people,
just dogs at night,” recalls Ayman, a former resident of the
area. Now a new generation is reappropriating the river
bank, as expressed in a slogan daubed on a wall: “We have
cried so much, now we want joy.”

Downward-facing dog 
Indeed, even though it’s a short walk to Tahrir Square,

the violence seems far away. Three teenagers try to free a
scooter stuck in the beach, the rear wheel spraying up
sand. Youths with pulled-up pants play volleyball. A tem-
peramental sound system spits out Iraqi techno and the
rap hit “I Got Love”, while a piece of linoleum serves as
the stage for a hip-hop dance contest. Bandanas wrapped
around their heads, two guys pumped up with testos-
terone twirl and spin to the crowd’s applause.

The day before, a yoga class here produced photos of
bulked-up and bearded men performing the one-legged
downward-facing dog pose, sparking delight on social
media. The crowd remains predominantly young and male
- and poor. One young man, 26-year-old Sofiane, his arm
deformed by polio, says he has “never received the slight-
est allowance” but expresses hope the demonstrations will
“change everything”. — AFP 

Tourists spend time at the beach in Hurghada. — AFP photos

A windsurfer lifts his sail on the water in Hurghada.

Tourists play beach volleyball in Egypt’s resort of Hurghada on the Red Sea coast.

Iraqis dance and gesture as they wind down on the bank of the Tigris River in the capital Baghdad on Dec 21, 2019. — AFP photos

An Egyptian hotel worker serving food items made
of acrylic and wood as alternatives to plastic poses
for a picture.

Baghdad’s
‘Tahrir Beach’,
where the revolution
takes a break 

Iraqis play volleyball on the bank of the Tigris.
Iraqis pass by a symbolic cemetery for anti-government protesters who died
in ongoing rallies on the bank of the Tigris. 

Iraqis enter a tent camp erected by anti-government demonstrators on the
bank of the Tigris. 


